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Abstract
Different conceptions of crime in design practice, sociology, environmental psychology, and criminology indicate an extensive articulation of crime in relation to the built environment and urban
form in the city. Five decades of different studies on urban crime, crime prevention through environmental design, and fear of crime indicate an implicit and gradual movement from deterministic to possibilistic propositions in exploring the relationships between urban crime and environmental design both in theory and practice. Hence, the study firstly conducts a critical review on
the issue of urban crime in relation to urban design, planning, and architecture disciplines. Categorizing different researches of urban crime in terms of their propositions and various dimensions of crime prevention through environmental design, the study proceeds to discuss the issue
of crime in relation to spatiality and sociality in the city. Moreover, grounding the issue of safety in
the context of place theory and avoiding deterministic and free-will approaches to urban crime,
the study advocates for the necessity of mapping urban morphology, functional attributes, and spatial patterns in relation to socio-economic condition and demographic profiling. Thus, giving primacy to spatiality in relation to sociality and criticizing the absence of morphological mapping of
urban crime, the study denotes the multi-scalar and multi-dimensional attributes of urban crime in
relation to morphological, functional, perceptual, and social dimensions of a safe place by design.
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1. Introduction
Considering the large body of knowledge and research on the issue of crime in relation to the built environment
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in terms of spatial structure, demographic status, urban morphology, sociocultural and economic condition, it is
probable to conceive an evolutionary process in which different approaches and trends advocate for a comprehensive articulation of the complex relation between crime and the city. Despite the fact that crime is one of the
critical problems of cities worldwide (Marzbali, Abdullah, Razak, & Tilaki, 2012b), most of the previous studies
have been conducted in sociology, criminology, and psychology in order to either explore the sociocultural and
economic predictors of crime, whether in sociocultural context or individuals, or evaluate the proposed theories
or propositions. However, although the studies have gradually extended the crime discourse over the hedge of
narrow-minded determinism that was implicitly embedded with the early trends of environmental research on
the issue of crime, they have relatively ignored or reduced the “complexity of the city problems” (Alexander,
1964; Jacobs, 1961; Portugali, 2011) into crime statistics while abstracting crime from its urban context. However, whilst planners and designers need to adopt theories and propositions in relation to spatiality and sociality
domains in order to forecast the social outcomes of their spatial amendments in the built environment, the efficiency of these propositions remains ambiguous while societies are paying the price and the challenge is overwhelmingly critical when “design-level” theories are needed for interventions (Hillier, 2008). Thus, conducting
an analytical review, the study advocates for the critical role of spatial structure and urban morphology in crime
prevention through environmental design and fear of crime in the city.
Crime has been largely addressed in relation to sustainability in urban environments while unsustainable
neighborhoods are mostly illustrated with a high crime rate, poverty, fear of crime, and homelessness (Cozens,
2008). Thus, the issue of safety has been considerably adopted as a part of sustainability (Black, 2004; Carmona,
2001). Furthermore, while environmental design envisions to meet human needs and desires (Lang, 1987; 2005),
the issue of safety has been referred to as one of the basic human needs (Maslow, 1943). Since safety has a critical role in the practices of everyday life (Glasson & Cozens, 2011) and policies of social welfare (Hummelsheim, Hirtenlehner, Jackson, & Oberwittler, 2011), it has been considered as a human right equally as freedom
in the human bill of rights (Body-Gendrot, 2000). Despite of the considerable body of knowledge on critical role
of safety in the city, most of the planners, urban designers, and architects make decisions based on a partial or
inadequate knowledge on attractors, generators, and patterns of crime that might lead to increasing the possibility of crime occurrence (P. J. Brantingham & P. L. Brantingham, 1998). Thus, the issue of safety in the city and
safe place in design-level interventions and decision-making process need to be addressed through multidisciplinary approaches including sociology, criminology, environmental psychology, planning, urban design, and architecture in order to cover different dimensions of the problem both in theory and practice.

2. Urban Crime: Crime Prevention through Environmental Design and Fear of
Crime in the City
Crime has been referred to as a part of anomie that includes offender, victim, and situation (Felson, 1994). It has
been noted that urban crime has considerable economic impacts on society rather than just psychological consequences (Glasson & Cozens, 2011). Meanwhile, it has been largely argued that safety and crime are particularly linked to sustainability (Armitage & Gamman, 2009; Cozens, 2002; Dewberry, 2003; Du Plessis, 1999)
and place attachment (Kamalipour, Yeganeh, & Alalhesabi, 2012; Scannell & Gifford, 2010). In this way, crime
prevention focuses on the efforts contributing to the aim of decreasing crime and fear of crime (Marzbali et al.,
2012b; Nordqvist, Timpka, & Lindqvist, 2009) in order to minimize possible problems of new designs based on
previous practices (Clarke, 2009). In this way, crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) denotes that an effective usage of built environment along with proper design interventions could improve the
quality of life and decrease fear of crime (FOC) and crime occurrence (Crowe, 2000). Being categorized as a
part of environmental criminology (Cozens, 2008) in which crime and victimization are explored in relation to
place and ways of activity based on spatial factors (Bottoms & Wiles, 1997), crime prevention through environmental design focuses on the relations between people and the environment. Thus, theoretical and practical
articulations of the relations between crime and built environment are generally concerned with complex interrelations between sociality and spatiality discourse.
The main idea of crime prevention can be traced back to Jeffery (1971) as it is closely related to external
physical environment and internal physical organism (Robinson, 1996). Crime prevention aims for identifying
and changing kinds of environmental and social conditions in which particular opportunities provide the possibility of crime occurrence (Brantingham & Faust, 1976). However, since the concept of environment in crime
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prevention through environmental design consists of both place and intruder, it could not be simply reduced to
an external physicality (Robinson, 1996). Meanwhile, it has been argued that it is actually plausible to concentrate more on the external physical environments in comparison to people since the former is relatively more
stable than the latter (Nasar & Fisher, 1992; Robinson, 1996). In this way, considering the four approaches to
environmental design in terms of relations between behavior and built environment as deterministic, opportunistic, possibilistic, and free-will propositions (Lang, 1987), it is possible to categorize different approaches to relations between crime and spatial variants of the built environment (Figure 1) based on their assumptions regarding the relations between human behavior and built environment.
While the process of decision-making takes place in-between the two ends of external environment of place
and internal environment of intruder, deterministic approaches advocate for primacy of the external environment in comparison to free-will approaches in which the primacy is relatively given to the internal environment of intruder rather than the external environment in making decisions (Figure 1). Moreover, the possibi
listic and probabilistic approaches are between the two ends of determinism and free-will approach. The primitive initiatives and trends in crime prevention through environmental design (Jacobs, 1961; Newman, 1972;
Wood, 1961) relatively adopt a deterministic approach to the relations between human and environment in

Figure 1. Different trends in crime prevention through environmental design and safe place in relation to Lang (1987) outlined approaches to environmental design.
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general and crime and built environment in particular. Further approaches to crime prevention through environmental design through 1980s and after 1980s as situational crime prevention (Clarke, 1980, 1992; Clarke &
Cornish, 1985), rational choice and opportunity (Cornish & Clarke, 1986; Fattah, 1993), crime pattern theory
(P. J. Brantingham & P. L. Brantingham, 1981, 1984), and routine activity (Cohen & Felson, 1979; Felson, 1995;
Maxfield, 1987a; 1987b) adopt possibilistic or probabilistic approach to crime. In this way, there is a distinction
between the first and second generations of CPTED in terms of addressing crime phenomenon as it is considerably related to either physical environment and spatial structure or socio-economic condition and cultural context.
While the approaches of the first-generation articulations of the relation between crime, spatiality, and sociality are relatively deterministic, the second-generation researches adopt possibilistic and probabilistic approaches
to crime occurrence in urban environments in relation to socio-economic and demographic profiles rather than
just considering the physical attributes of built environment (Table 1). Thus, whilst the criteria of the first generation have been categorized as territoriality, surveillance, access control, support activity, image and management, and target hardening, the dimensions of the second generation are risk assessment, socio-economic and
demographic profiling, and community participation (Cozens, Saville, & Hillier, 2005; Glasson & Cozens,
2011). Although a considerable body of knowledge in crime prevention through environmental design has been
devoted to the study of particular dimensions both in the first and second generations, but it should be noted that
the outlined criteria have overlaps and loose boundaries (Ekblom, 2011). Thus, the proposed dimensions are not
necessarily equal in terms of their impacts and factor loading. For example, territoriality in itself captures extensive conceptions and articulations in which all the other criteria, such as surveillance, access control, image and
management, target hardening, risk assessment, and community participation are relatively involved. Moreover,
the boundaries of the access control and target hardening criteria are defined in a way that they have an inevitable overlap in concept, meaning, representations, and spatial structures.
Furthermore, while the police statistics of crime is highly concerned with of quantity of the reported crime incidences, the fear of crime (FOC) has been largely neglected and undocumented (Cozens, 2008). Thus, fear of
crime has become a particular field of study as a social problem in criminology (Lab, 2010; Lee, 2007). Fear of
Table 1. Comparing four models of crime prevention through environmental design from deterministic to possibilistic approaches based on Robinson (1996) argument on the process of CPTED development.

Based on (Angel, 1968)

Based on (Newman, 1972) (Newman, 1980)

Based on (Clarke, 1980) (Clarke, 1995)

Based on (Jeffery, 1971) (Jeffery, 1990)
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crime refers to the anxiety towards the occurrence of crime or the indicators that are related by individuals to
crime (Ferraro, 1995). Besides, crime and fear of crime have been recognized as mediators between neighborhood features and the outcomes of wellbeing and mental health (Lorenc et al., 2012). However, a body of research on the relations between victimization and fear of crime indicates that there might not be necessarily a
direct relationship between fear of crime and victimization (Marzbali, Abdullah, Razak, & Tilaki, 2012a). Thus,
fear of crime and perception of crime is different across various ages and time periods (Garofalo, 1979;
Schneider & Kitchen, 2002). Furthermore, mass media can also increase the fear of crime among individuals
(Chadee & Ditton, 2005; Colquhoun, 2004; Ditton, Chadee, Farrall, Gilchrist, & Bannister, 2004). Meanwhile,
most of the studies on fear of crime have implicitly or explicitly ignored and dismissed the complex relations
between fear of crime and the built environment. Actually, fear of crime is closely related to the perceptual dimension of urban crime that needs to be analytically mapped in relation to spatial structure and patterns, functional attributes, and urban morphology.
Although social coherence can reduce the perceived risk (Wilcox et al., 2003; Rountree & Land, 1996), but
most of the conducted studies (Cohen et al., 2000; Perkins et al., 1992; Tseloni & Zarafonitou, 2008) indicate
that there is a relationship between incivility experiences, victimization, and fear of crime. Thus, fear of crime
might decrease the usability of built environment for a part of society (Glasson & Cozens, 2011) while it could
be high in particular places that are not necessarily dangerous or distinguishable with a high level of crime incidences (P. J. Brantingham, P. L. Brantingham, & Molumby, 1977; Vrij & Winkel, 1991). In this way, fear of
crime is one of the most considerable aspects of crime that is highly related to the perceptual dimension of crime.
Hence, the perception of crime in urban environments is not necessarily in consistency with documented quantity of the reported crime occurrence.
Despite the necessity of design-level and evidence-based research on relations between urban crime and built
environment, it is actually noteworthy to mention that most of the recent conducted studies on the relationships
between fear of crime, sense of community, victimization, and crime prevention through environmental design
(Abdullah, Marzbali, & Tilaki, 2013; Abdullah, Marzbali, Woolley, Bahauddin, & Maliki, 2013) are not necessarily accompanied with spatial analysis and mapping of urban morphology. Meanwhile, it has been noted that
fear of crime is measurable in terms of worry of victimization, perceived risk, and disorder (Marzbali et al.,
2012a). Thus, one of the common indicators among different conceptions of FOC is the worry of victimization
that is relatively accompanied with anxiety towards physical and social environment.

3. Safety by Design: Place Theory, Spatial Patterns, and Urban Morphology
Being adopted as one of the most controversial and critical concepts in the studies of built environment, urban
theory, and environmental psychology, place has been referred to as being closely related to the idea of being-in-the-world (Heidegger, 1962; Norberg-Schulz, 1980) and a combination of space and meaning (Tuan,
1977). Moreover, being criticized for reductionism (Casey, 1997) in relation to the practices of everyday life
(Malpas, 2008), the concept of place has been referred to as a social construct in a mix of relations and activities
(Massey, 1995). Hence, the practices of place-making and design-level interventions need to be closely based on
a comprehensive understanding of spatiality in relation to sociality in the practices of everyday life in terms of
the relationships between urban morphology, functional attributes, and social constructs of place. Thus, the issue
of safety by design needs to be addressed within the context of place in relation to social constructs and practices
of everyday life in the city.
While a considerable body of research on the issue of urban crime has been conducted within the domain of
sociality in which the primacy of sociality has been taken for granted, urban design, planning, and architecture
are likely to departure from spatiality for the study of relationships between crime and the city. Thus, spatial
configuration and design patterns including urban morphology and functional attributes in relation to the possible social outcomes are the focus of a safe place by design. However, it should be noted that it is unrealistic to
define a rigid boundary for either spatiality or sociality in the city (Figure 2). Thus, design practices of a safe
place are in-between spatial structures and social constructs of place. While practices of urban design, planning,
and architecture are concerned with design-level interventions, a poor understanding of urban morphology might
lead to a poor design intervention (Marshall & Çalişkan, 2011). In this way, design practices of a safe place give
rise to the necessity of analyzing, mapping, and understanding of urban morphology in relation to urban crime
and the city.
Whilst urban design is concerned with pattern creation, analysis, classification, interpretation, and definition,
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Figure 2. Safe place in relation to design practices, environmental psychology, criminology, and sociology within the
complex relations between spatiality and sociality in the city.

urban morphology is about invention, pattern recognition, composition, and intervention (Marshall & Çalişkan,
2011). Spatial patterns has been particularly addressed in the idea of “pattern language” (Alexander, Ishikawa,
& Silverstein, 1977) in relation to spatiality and urban crime (Kamalipour, Memarian, & Faizi, 2014). Thus, a
pattern addresses a problem and a solution in a context (Alexander, 1979). However, Rather than having a
common ground, both urban design and morphology share the potentiality of a common language that is in fact
morphological (Marshall & Çalişkan, 2011). Thus, urban morphology concerns with concrete grounded outcome
of socio-economic forces, intentions, ideas, and transformation of the city (Moudon, 1997). In this way, regardless of the critics of patterns and pattern language, the visual language, diagrammatic representation, and network-based connectivity of the patterns are relatively adoptable for presenting spatial patterns in relation to multi-scalar design-level interventions in the idea of safe place by design and understanding of urban morphology.

4. A Safe Place: Urban Design in Relation to Spatiality and Sociality
While most of the classic texts in urban design theory have been generally taken for granted and cited affirmatively, testing the core hypotheses and validation of propositions have been largely dismissed in further urban
design studies (Marshall, 2012). In this way, due to the lack of empirically tested evidences, the efficiency of
these beliefs remains vague and unsupported (Hillier, 2008). Crime prevention through environmental design
and fear of crime are not exceptions because most of the related theories are not practically tested or supported
in a scientific way with empirical evidences. However, considering the complex relations between spatiality and
sociality in place research, there is a distinction between departure points from either spatiality or sociality in
context of the city. Since both discourses of “society and space” and “urban sociology” are likely to put “society
first” in which built environment is a spatial product of the underlying social processes, it is relatively improbable for them to acquire a degree of precision about the built environment for adopting testable design-level
propositions (Hillier, 2008). In this way, since inconsistency and lack of robustness in “scientific grounding” can
be considered as a possible reason for incoherent and highly criticized status of urban design theory (Marshall,
2012), the study advocates for evidence-based approach that departures from spatiality to explore the complex
relations between crime and built environment. Moreover, adopting a holistic approach in relation to spatiality
and sociality is crucial in the analysis of urban morphology for understanding the complex process of adaptation
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in terms of continuity and change in urban environments (Kamalipour, Arab, Soltani, Alavi, & Mirzaei, 2013).
Thus, crime needs to be explored in relation to morphological, functional, perceptual, and social dimensions of
the city. In this way, a design-level approach to the idea of safe place by design is closely related to spatiality as
a departure point for theoretical and empirical contributions in the study of urban crime.
With an assumption of “space reflects the society” in which particular spatial patterns are generated through
certain underlying social processes and forces, it is relatively impossible to affirm that the spatial patterns are
completely arbitrary (Hillier, 2008). Thus, the study gives primacy to spatiality in comparison to sociality for
exploring the relations between crime and the city in order to advocate for the necessity of scientifically
grounded theories and empirically tested propositions and evidences for design-level interventions in different
scales. In this way, the spatial patterns and urban morphology should be explored in order to understand the
possible social outcomes whether for intervention or research purposes. However, considering the spatiality-sociality relations in built environment, it should be noted that spatial patterns could not be taken for granted
as arbitrary structures in the city (Hillier, 2008). In this way, space has a “social logic” that has been largely argued in “space syntax” theory (Hillier, 1996; Hillier & Hanson, 1984). Moreover, the relationship between
criminal activities and built environment is possibilistic rather than deterministic (Biddulph, 2007). Thus, both
morphological and social attributes of a neighborhood are closely linked to the perception of inhabitants (Austin
et al., 2002). In this way, methodology and research methods of design-level studies exploring the relations between urban space and crime include a combination of qualitative approaches and micro-scale analysis of spatial
patterns (Hillier, 2004; Hillier & Shu, 2000; Kamalipour, Memarian, Faizi, & Mousavian, 2013). Besides, it has
been argued that investments on design-level interventions, urban policies, and spatial patterns, which have been
widely suggested in CPTED approach, are relatively more profitable and reasonable than increasing the quantity
of police forces or conservatively policing and controlling the city (Crowe, 2000). Thus, while a comprehensive
review of the related literature reveals both smooth and abrupt fluctuations between different approaches to
crime prevention in sociology, criminology, environmental psychology, planning, architecture, and urban design,
the study advocates for design-level researches through probabilistic or possibilistic approaches rather than determinism or free-will paradigm for exploring the complex relations between urban crime and spatial structures.

Figure 3. Interrelations between social, morphological, functional, and perceptual dimension of safe place by design.

Thus, the study accentuates the multi-scalar and multi-dimensional nature of crime prevention through environmental design as it is closely related to planning and design-level interventions in different scales and dimensions. In this way, various dimensions of crime prevention in both theory and practice can be categorized in
morphological, social, functional, and perceptual dimensions (Figure 3). While the social and perceptual di-
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mensions of crime phenomenon have been widely addressed in criminology, environmental psychology, and sociology disciplines in terms of fear of crime, sense of community, people participation, demographic profiling,
socio-economic attributes, risk, and victimization, the morphological and functional dimensions of urban crime
have been relatively less explored comprehensively as a complex combination of urban forms and functions in
relation to social and perceptual outcomes. Moreover, considering the complexity of the city as a combinational
network of multi-scalar activities and emergence, the issue of urban crime needs to be explored in relation to
various scales and dimensions of the city and urban environments.
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